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TURBULENCE VIA GAUGE AND SUPERSYkLLTRY THEORY 

J. Hrubý 

The turbulence is one of the most enigmatic phenomena of 

physics.lt appears as a seemingly chaotic behaviour of flows 

of fluids when the relevant and only dimensionless parameter, 

the Heynold%s number,is sufficiently large: 

Re - *£ » 1 , 
where V0 is a typical velocity of the flow,L is a charac

teristics length scale and V means the molecular viscosity* 

It is important to bear in mind that practically all flows 

in nature and even in small-scale laboratory condition have 

very high Reynold^s number,i.e. are turbulent. 

The phenomenon of turbulence is widely believed to be ade

quately described by the Navier-Stokes equation,which for in

compressible fluids has the form: 

Jt * (<?v)Jt^- (Jtv)ff -- vASl , (i) 
Si = Vot AT . 

The situation in the theory of turbulence now is that all 

theories of turbulence have hitherto turned out to be unsuc

cessful in the long run.The contrast betvyeen the theoretical 

achievements and the tremendous advance of experimentation 

and of simple empirical theories of turbulence,have greatly 

discuraged further work on fundamental theory. 

"This paper is in final form and no version of it will be 

submitted for publication elsewhere." 
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Noneless it doesn t discurage the mathematical physicist 

from seeking new views of turbulence. 

The study of turbulence problem also have inspired other 

branches of physics or it has developed the same tools inde

pendently. 

One of this is the method of generating functionals and 

path integrals,which has been quite independently formula

ted in the theory of. turbulence and gauge field theories. 

The last point has an intimate connection with the new 

way for the solution of the turbulence problemfwhich was pro

posed (MIGDAL A.A.). 

It is known,that the turbulence problem is usually descri

bed by the eq.(l),where the variable is the velocity field 

/IT(*•,*).which has the random behaviour in the turbulent flow 

and it makes invalid differential eq. as (1) and the number 

of degree of freedom makes invalid also supercomputers for 

solving the full turbulence problem. 

A.A.Iuigdal has used an analogical situation in gluon gauge 

theory,where gauge field has also the random behaviour and 

proposed Fokker-Planck eq. in loop space for the description 

of turbulence. 

In this description the analoque of the force line is the 

turbulent line and analoque of the Willson loop functional 

will be the corresponding functional for the turbulent flow 

line. 

Our goal is incorporating the supersymmetry technique in 

this theory via the intimate way proposed by Parisi and Sour-

las (PARISI G. and SOUrtLAS N.) and show interesting coinci

dence with supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SSQto) and a new 

point of view on the turbulent flows via the supersymmetry 

(SUSY). 

To show the role of SUSY we shall start from the iligdal 

that Navier-Stokes eq. can be interpreted as Langevin eq. for 

the flux lines. 

We shall work in (1+1) dim.,where Langevin eq. has the 

following form: /Jr 
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C ( * ' i s a time dependent flux l i ne and ^(C^iis a random 
force . 

We s h a l l assume the Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n : 

P {>,/>) = / D / M - W ' - f e J * ^ ^ (3) 

and < # > « 0 , <(<C,i)J(c\i<>> = cTa^'j £) (C-c'; , 
where Cj(C-CJ is a correlation function conected with the 
viscosity,namely (\YO/r2V#In (3) we assume the functional 
integral all function Jfr • 

Now we shall go to the integration over the flux lines 
and the Jacobian dot \ - £ f » /will be written by using the 
anticommuting (grassmanian) variables. 

On this place we remark that it is usual to incorporate 
the anticommuting variables for the calculation* of the Jaco
bian in Feyman%s path integral formulation of the gauge the
ory. 

It is known that in this gauge theory,when we change vari
ables,the functional determinant appears.The calculation of 
this determinant via using the anticommuting variables leaves 
invariant the form of the action in the path integral. 

For showing this now I repeat some basic facts of Berezin 
mathematics: _ r _ /•. ^ y 

{ e . e j - f e ^ j - o . JdG*0 , je«*0«-/. 
From the anticommutativity follows: 

C§e * 4 - ee 
and the following relation are valid: 

( 4à) \d i 6 d9d6 = \Qf66d9dQ = 0 , 

\Cd9ddd& » \(*-ee)dQde -- - 4 . - **» 
In the simplest case let us assume there is a random func

tion Jt with the distribution '(f) , such that 

H pip - * • 
Let X be another random function connected with Jc as 
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follows 

/Gt (X) * f (5) 
and we are interested in the average value of a function r(xi: 

< F.*,> = JFfvf/ j jPr/)^ , (ü) 

but we don*t know the inverse formula to the eq. (5), i. e*X(£)* 

In this case wo have use the integration over X : 

< f(x) > * *$cix F(x) Mfr (J^P) $£ (7) 

In this place we incorporate the anticommuting variables 

using (4): 

<F(*\) *\d*MdBMfill*P+ 6$J£9). (a) 
J 

The expression in the exponent in (8) is invariant under 

SUSY transformation: ^ 
X ~* X + ZQ + QZ , (9a) 

0 ~* G - £ i£r . Ob) 
0 -> 0 - £ <&££ . (9c) 

For the Gaussian dis t r ibut ion / K P "" /tc the expre
ssion in (8) i s equal _ 

JUL\*\ •* 9A^(*) 0 ( 
which has the familiar form of the superpotential in SSQivi 

( WITTEN E.). 

Let us return to the Langevin eq.(l) for the flux line 

C((I and we shall interest about the average value: 

<CU)lcU))> - JDfc(/)c(/)PtfJ . (10) 

In the relation (lu) we shall use imaginary time £ is it 

is usual in 3SQ.N-.Then the correlation function (10) coincide 

with the Green function and by the same way as in (8) we get: 

<c(t)tc(ty)> s jDc DwDijJ C(t)C(t]) X 

* ^['fQ^il^^ W*]l+ FH~S(c))f>} 
where we denote the anticommuting variables LU ((II) < 

*** k i M^°M>,> d**&-
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Likewise as the "surface-term" in the Lagrangian formalism 
vanishes,the term C ^ /lT(C)vanishes here too. 

We can see that in the exponent in (11) appears the Lagran
gian of the SSCM.when Q (C ~ C^) ^ *\ . 

The function Q(C~C?) determines the intensity of the 
measure of the turbulence and for the C z C it is Lf (0) *2\/. 

It is clear that for the V = 0 it corresponds to the case 
of ideal liquid;it means Jh (C ft ) - 0. 

In the work (MIGDAL A.A. ) there is shown that the function 
Gf has the analytic form : 

/ JC ) 
Q(k) ~ const. * £*fi [ ~ J J . (12) 

In the case of SUSY we have for the supersymmetric trans
formed flux line C s C + £UJ t Ul£ the following expression: 

Q(c-c') - JQ (-Zif-ipe) , 
which means,that the intensity of the fluctuations in the 
SUSY case is the even function of the anticomi~uting variables. 

Using the form of (jf from (12),we can see from the antico-
mniutativity £ LU that 

7 Q(c-c') ~ <f , 
which is needed that in the exponent in (11) the Lagrangian 
of SSQM appear. 

We now show that the realization of the stacionary or non-
stationary regime for the flux line X(A)is connected with 
the SUSY breaking. 

For this purpose we introduce as is usual the probability 
density U (x(4) f4 ) for a solution of the Langevin eq. (1). 

This probability density satisfies the Fokker-Planck eq.: 

|f , iiWJ + iQt,.,',&i 
dft dx vX 
Eq.(13) has the time independent solution (it means the 

stationary solution): x 

(14) 
(I 0 J ł 

oo 
if and only if: 
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I ©fee GU) * A . (15) 
-GO 

In eq.(14) the function /If playes the role of the super-

potential and the different sign for the /*"(*) for X ~* * OQ-

assures that (14) and (15) are not in contradiction. 

But it is the case,when SUSY is not spontaneously broken. 

It is known that the Tokker-Planck eq. (13) can be written 

as the SchrBdinger eq*: 

щ W«P) - - HW«P) , dò) 

where W «P) * (P(xJ) /*?(*&) 
and r? '- - i {£ * A*) * Ar(*)) 2 H* , 
what is the Hamiltonian of SSQU. 

We conclude by the following: 

we showed the incorporation of SUSY in the path integral 

description of turbulence proposed by A.A.iuigdal is not only 

formally but it appears in the interesting coincidence with 

SSQM.Supersyi.aaetry breaking is connected with the nonstatio-

rtary flow. 

From SSQU Han.iltonian there appears two Fokker-Planck eqs. 

correspond forward and backward Hamiltonians H ± • 

We also showed that the stochastic and the supersymmetric 

formulation of the turbulence problem coincide. 
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